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real time mass spectrometry
(DART-MS) of discrete sample areas without heat
damage†

G. Asher Newsome, *a Ikumi Kayama b and Shannon A. Brogdon-Grantham a

Direct analysis in real time mass spectrometry (DART-MS) analyzes intact object surfaces by exposing them

to a stream of heated gas. The continuous gas flow prevents discrete sampling of a central surface area, and

the high temperatures cause visible discoloration and deformation of heat-sensitive materials. A time-

controlled mechanical shutter was installed in front of a DART ion source mounted at an angle to the

ion inlet for discrete sample surface analyses. Interior areas on stationary surfaces were studied without

exposing the surrounding material of the greater object. The temperature exposure profile and spatial

dimensions of areas impacted by the heated ionization gas were characterized to optimize DART

positioning. Physical effects from DART of thermally sensitive photographs were recorded at various

exposure times and temperatures, and high resolution mass spectra were acquired without causing

visible or microscopic damage to photograph images. The shutter afforded 0.25 s DART-MS analysis

time that was as qualitatively informative as exposures for tens of seconds.
Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) provides the most specic analysis of
objects but commonly requires physically sectioning sample
material, and such destructive testing is generally a last resort
when the object of interest is rare or valuable. Pyrolysis with gas
chromatography-MS consumes mg amounts of sample that
must be cut from a whole object.1 Laser desorption/ionization
MS samples an area tens of mm in diameter,2 and secondary
ion MS uses an ion beam that sputters material from an area
several nm in diameter,3,4 but both methods require a section of
the sample to t inside a vacuum chamber. Unlike longer-
established methods, ambient mass spectrometry analyzes
intact object surfaces without sample sectioning or other
preparation and is operated outside a vacuum chamber,5 but
visual and microscopic damage can also result. Desorption
electrospray ionization causes little or no damage to metal and
hard solids, but positioning the needle closer to the sample
surface for higher spatial resolution and signal abundance
ablates soer material.6,7 Direct analysis in real time (DART)
thermally desorbs material from sample surfaces using at
minimum 50 �C but oen hundreds of degrees Celsius8,9 that
can cause discoloration, melting, and burning.10–13 Low
temperature plasma (LTP) MS poses less risk of heat damage,14
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but desorbing less material with lower temperatures necessarily
produces less ion signal.15 LTPs have been used for conservation
work,16,17 but depending on the exposure time damage can be
caused such as yellowing of paper,18 micro-etching of metal,19

and degradation of animal20 and plant bers.21

Regardless of the potential for heat damage, DART ioniza-
tion is versatile for analysis of different materials because it can
be operated at different temperatures. The commercial DART
ion source ows a plume of gas continuously at the sample,
transfer tube, and ion inlet.9 Ionization cannot be instantly
activated at a controlled temperature without rst owing gas
for someminutes while the gas cell is heated to the temperature
set-point. If the sample is placed in position before turning on
the gas ow, the analysis area is exposed to slowly increasing
temperatures that thermally desorb and deplete analyte before
the optimum set-point is reached. Samples are moved manually
or robotically into and out of the DART gas plume aer the
temperature has stabilized at the set-point.9 In transmission
mode DART where the heated gas plume is directed straight at
the transfer tube, nomore than the edge of a solid object may be
analyzed without obstructing gas ow and decreasing signal,22

unless part of object is cut away for analysis.23 Intact objects
larger than �1 cm in more than one dimension are analyzed by
reection mode (also referred to as “surface desorption mode”
and “desorption at an angle”) DART, in which the heated gas
plume is directed at an angle to the object surface.24 A central
point on an object surface may be analyzed as well as an edge,
but the sample must be moved into position while outer surface
area is indiscriminately exposed to the heated gas. The sample
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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surface is also exposed to a distribution of temperatures25 as it
moves across the DART gas plume.

Here, a DART ion source is converted into a discrete ambient
MS sampling system by the addition of an external shutter. The
shutter remains closed until a stationary, centrally-located
sample area is in position for reection mode DART analysis,
aer which the shutter opens for a set time. Every part of the
analysis area is exposed to a constant temperature for the
duration of the analysis. Each factor affecting the analysis is
individually optimized without exposing peripheral areas of the
sample surface. Exposure time and temperature are nely tuned
to produce maximum ion signal from thermally sensitive
photographs26–28 with minimal or no visual or microscopic
damage to the sample.
Experimental
Instrumental conguration

A DART-100 probe using helium discharge gas and operated by
a SVP controller (IonSense, Saugus, MA) was custom-mounted
to interface to a LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientic, Waltham, MA). A 30 cm ruled
crossbar was held by sha collars between two upright 90 cm
posts mounted independently from and at the base of the mass
spectrometer. Housing and shielding were removed from the
DART cell, which was suspended from above by multi-
dimensional translation stages on the crossbar. An IonSense
Vapur ange differentially pumped by a MZ2NT diaphragm
pump (Vacuubrand, Essex, CT) was installed over the mass
spectrometer heated ion inlet. A ceramic transfer tube 67 mm in
total length extended 40 mm from the Vapur ange.

The DART cell was aligned laterally with the center of the
ceramic transfer tube and ion inlet in the x dimension and set
45� to normal for reection mode analysis (Fig. 1). The ceramic
cap on the DART cell was tapered29,30 to a at 2.5 mm plane with
a centered exit orice 0.5 mm in diameter. With the angled cell,
the ceramic edge extended 0.7 mm forward of and 0.7 mm
below the origin of the ionizing gas ow. A platform on
Fig. 1 Diagrams of DART cell mounted from above in reflectionmode,
with the shutter vane positioned between the DART ceramic
cap/ceramic transfer tube and the sample surface (top), and swung
open to expose the sample surface (bottom). Image ©ikumi kayama.
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independent translation stages was mounted 0.5 mm below
the ceramic transfer tube to manipulate at samples and
the at, tangential surface of irregularly-shaped samples
underneath the DART gas plume. The platform and sample
surfaces were positioned no higher than bottom of the transfer
tube so that central points on samples could be analyzed.
The DART mounting stages were adjusted in 2.5 mm incre-
ments to various positions denoted by height y above the
sample platform (y ¼ 0) and in-line distance z from the transfer
tube (z ¼ 0). The ceramic cap was directed toward the same
position on the sample platform when moved at equal Dy and
Dz distance.

For all experiments an SH-10 shutter (Electro-optical Prod-
ucts Corp., Ridgewood, NY) was mounted with the aluminum
vane in the space between the platform and the transfer tube.
The shutter covered an area of 225 mm2 and was 0.25 mm thick.
The diamond-shaped shutter was also centered on the transfer
tube in the x dimension (when closed) and was translated in the
z dimension in accordance with the DART ceramic cap relative
to the transfer tube. In swinging open on a 35� arc from under
the transfer tube and ceramic cap, the shutter moved 0.4 mm
higher from the sample surface it covered. Each shutter move-
ment open or closed was completed in 70 ms aer being trig-
gered. Programmable Arduino control31 of a relay power supply
to the shutter le it normally closed and opened for a period of
time dened in milliseconds. All operations were dened by the
shutter opening to expose sample surfaces for periods of 0.25 s
to 20 s.
Temperature and sample analysis

Temperatures at sample surfaces were measured with a K-type
thermocouple that had a junction 0.7 mm wide. The junction
was passed through a hole in the platform when no sample was
in place, extending 0.5 mm above the platform surface, below
the shutter, transfer tube, and ceramic cap. Temperatures
during 20 s shutter exposures from the DART were recorded
once per second.

Thermal paper was also used as a visual indicator of
temperature exposure. Pieces of thermal paper (RTUI, Houston,
TX) were placed at on the sample platform beneath the shutter
for DART analysis. Fourier transform (FT) data was collected
during various exposure times with 30 000 resolving power and
100 ms maximum ll times for a data point every 0.53 seconds
on average. Prints produced by exposing thermochromic leuco
dye on the paper to the DART plasma plume were scanned at
1200 dpi alongside a ruler. Prints were adjusted and posterized
by grayscale value using Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA), and
gray value dimensions were selected and measured. Separate
pieces of thermal paper were placed in an oven for ve minutes
each at varying temperatures to develop the dye.

DART was used to analyze 12.4 � 9 cm resin-coated (RC)
chromogenic photographs for various exposure times. Best
practice for long-term dark storage of photographs is in an
environment at 2 �C and 40% relative humidity.32 The photo-
graphs analyzed had previously been stored in a container
indoors, in the dark, and in otherwise unknown conditions for
Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045 | 1039
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eighteen to nineteen years. FT analysis of photographs was
done with 7500 resolving power (reduced to maximize scan
speed) and 100 msmaximum ll time for a data point every 0.24
seconds on average. Accordingly, the minimum exposure time
programmed for the shutter was 0.25 s. Three different photo-
graphs were analyzed, and DART mass spectra were compared
within individual prints. Photographs exposed to DART were
examined with 50� and 150� magnication using a Hirox
KH-8700 digital microscope (Hirox-USA, Hackensack, NJ) with
a MXG-2500REZ lens using the co-axial light setting. The
dimensions of physical deformation to the photograph from the
DART exposure were measured with Photoshop.
Fig. 2 Maximum temperature (�C) observed by surface-level ther-
mocouple at various positions in the xz plane, with DART at helium
temperature setting of 250 �C and positioned with 7.5 mm between
ceramic cap and inlet tube and 0.5 mm height y above the sample
surface. Positive z values denote the thermocouple distance from the
lip of the transfer tube toward the DART ceramic cap; x values denote
lateral distance from the center of the transfer tube.
Results
Thermocouple measurement

The temperature of the post-plasma gas plume to which
ambient surfaces were exposed was signicantly lower than the
set-point because the helium cools rapidly upon exiting the
DART cell. The most straight-forward method of measuring
the temperature at the surface exposed to the DART gas plume
is with an electronic sensor in place of a sample.33,34 A ther-
mocouple mounted on the sample platform was translated to
different positions in the xz plane. With the shutter closed, the
temperature directly underneath the shutter was at maximum
32 �C when the DART helium setting was 250 �C. The recorded
temperature increased for the rst four seconds aer the
shutter opened and stabilized around a nal value, uctuating
�2 �C for the remainder of a 20 s exposure. Aer the shutter
closed the temperature decreased below 40 �C within 20 s. The
ow dynamics produced a distribution of temperatures across
the exposed sample surface (Fig. 2). Elevated temperatures were
observed in a pattern elongated along the z axis, with the hottest
part of the surface closer to the ceramic cap. The ceramic cap
was set to different positions relative to the transfer tube in the
yz plane. With the ceramic cap at z 0 mm and y 0.5 mm, the gas
plume was directed at the surface area immediately below the
lip of the transfer tube. The highest temperature at the surface
recorded at any ceramic cap position was 145 �C with the DART
helium setting at 250 �C and the shutter open (Fig. S1†). The
maximum temperature was lower when the ceramic cap was
closer to the transfer tube because the heated gas was removed
from the thermocouple more efficiently. Heat transfer to the
thermocouple was less efficient with the ceramic cap at greater
height remove from the sample platform. Measured maximum
temperatures were highly linear with the DART helium
temperature setting, reading 45 �C and 250 �C at settings of
50 �C and 500 �C, respectively, with the ceramic cap at z 0 mm
and y 0.5 mm.
Temperature visualization with thermal paper

Thermal paper coated with heat-activated leuco dye was used to
visualize the surface impact and analysis area from the DART
post-plasma plume of gas at various ceramic cap positions. The
irreversible color change of thermal paper was an imprecise
measurement of temperature but was more accurate than the
1040 | Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045
surface-level thermocouple. In control experiments where
thermal paper was heated in an oven, the minimum tempera-
ture for the dye to become visibly gray was 90 �C. The color value
increased with temperature up to 140 �C, above which the color
value was constant through 200 �C. At 220 �C the black thermal
paper became tinged with orange. Dark thermal paper prints
from the DART plume were created by exposures at every
ceramic cap position for which the maximum temperature at
the surface was measured by thermocouple in Fig. S1.† Many
thermocouple measurements within the gas plume impact area
were signicantly lower than 140 �C, indicating that the ther-
mocouple consistently under-represented the temperature at
the surface exposed on a timescale of seconds. Well-formed
thermal paper prints produced by exposures as short as 0.25 s
also indicated that the speed of heat transfer was quicker than
the thermocouple could measure. The thermocouple probe has
greater mass in which to sink heat compared to the leuco dye on
thermal paper and therefore registers a lower temperature
more slowly.

DART analysis areas indicated by thermal paper prints were
generally elliptical with the major axis along the z dimension
between the ceramic cap and transfer tube (Fig. S2†). The most
evenly colored, matte black prints were produced with the
ceramic cap closer to the transfer tube. The transfer tube was
a partial obstruction to the DART gas plume when the center of
the analysis area was closer than 3 mm (positions z# 2.5 mm, y
0.5 mm; z # 5 mm, y 3 mm; z # 7.5 mm, y 5.5 mm), causing
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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asymmetry of thermal paper prints from heat distribution
behind the lip of the transfer tube. With the ceramic cap at
greater distance z from the transfer tube, prints had greater
variation in shade because the analysis area temperature
distribution was more gradual. The darkest part of a print,
i.e. the hottest part within an analysis area, was closer to the
ceramic cap as in the thermocouple measurement pattern
of Fig. 2.

The dimensions of the analysis area exposed to the gas
plume were a measure of the DART heat transfer efficiency,
independent of the efficiency of ion detection. Thermal paper
prints were compared for a variety of analysis area exposure
times and ceramic cap positions relative to the transfer tube
and sample surface (Fig. 3). Differences in print area as a func-
tion of ceramic cap position were most signicant with a 20 s
exposure time. At greater distance between the ceramic cap and
the transfer tube, the reduced effect of the supplementary
vacuum on the DART gas plume produced larger print areas.
The supplementary vacuum had little to no effect on the gas
plume beyond a central point in the z axis, and the print area
was less likely to extend out of a smaller, more symmetrical
ellipse. Greater height y above the sample surface produced
smaller print areas because the DART gas plume dispersed with
distance. Length and widthmeasurements of prints (Fig. S3 and
S4†) were proportional to measurements of total analysis area.
The length and width of the thermal paper prints were greater
than the dimensions of temperatures measured above 140 �C in
Fig. 2, demonstrating that the thermocouple under-represented
actual temperatures at the surface.

Shutter control of DART exposure resolved the time depen-
dence of heat transfer to the sample surface. At a constant
ceramic cap position, the area of thermal paper prints increased
Fig. 3 Analysis area coverage by DART of thermal paper with a helium
temperature setting of 250 �C, at various ceramic cap distances z from
the transfer tube and heights y above the sample surface 0.5 mm
(black squares), 3.0 mm (orange circles), and 5.5 mm (blue triangles)
for sample exposures lasting 20 s (open symbols) and 0.25 s (filled
symbols).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
with DART exposure time up to 3 s but was not signicantly
different at longer exposure time (Fig. S5†). For 0.25 s expo-
sures, there was no signicant difference between analysis area
prints as a function of ceramic cap position when the center of
the analysis area was at least 3 mm from the transfer tube. The
print produced by 0.25 s exposure was as symmetrical as the
print produced by 20 s exposure (Fig. S6†). Because the heat
transfer efficiency of 0.25 s DART experiments was independent
of ceramic cap position, sub-2.5 mm precision in the y dimen-
sion would not be necessary for mounting an irregularly sized or
textured sample surface.
Mass spectral analysis of thermal paper

Unlike print area dimensional measurements, comparison of
ion signal relative to ceramic cap position necessarily convolved
thermal desorption efficiency and ion detection efficiency. Mass
spectra were acquired from analysis of thermal paper at each
ceramic cap position relative to the transfer tube and sample
surface (Fig. S7†). Selected ion signals from 20 s exposures were
compared to characterize different classes of analyte. Carboxin
(m/z 236 and fragment ion m/z 219) was the most consistently
observed analyte, accounting for at least one third of total ion
signal. Although transmission mode DART analyses have been
performed without memory effects,35,36 exposure of thermal
paper to the reection mode DART gas plume readily caused
carboxin to contaminate the transfer tube without physically
contacting the thermal paper. Carboxin was observed for
minutes aer the shutter was closed and the thermal paper
sample was removed. Contamination was removed by soni-
cating the transfer tube in methanol. When carboxin ions were
included in the total, summed ion signal was largest with the
ceramic cap was closest to the transfer tube (Fig. 4a) because
analyte was desorbed from the thermal paper and the
contaminated transfer tube.

There was no single mass spectrum wholly representative of
DART ion signal because the relative abundance of many ana-
lyte ions changed over the 20 s exposure period. The change in
signal abundance was not uniform relative to ceramic cap
position for the various ions. The sum of analytes not including
carboxin produced maximum signal when the ceramic cap was
5 to 7.5 mm from the transfer tube, as close as possible without
obstructing the DART gas plume (Fig. 4b). Subdividing analytes
further, signals that increased in abundance over time were
greatest when the ceramic cap was closest to the sample surface
and close to the transfer tube without obstruction to the DART
gas plume (Fig. 4c). Ceramic cap position relates directly to
temperature at the analyte surface. The majority of analytes
produced maximum signal at the highest temperature, but
some compounds were best observed at lower temperature.
Analyte signal that decreased in abundance over the exposure
period was greatest when the ceramic cap was farthest from the
sample surface (Fig. 4d). Analytes with higher vapor pressure
were more slowly depleted by lower temperatures and produced
more ion signal over time. The range of temperatures produced
by different ceramic cap positions was insufficient to alter
analyte ion fragmentation.
Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045 | 1041



Fig. 4 Sum of ion signals observed by DART of thermal paper over
20 s exposure with a helium temperature setting of 250 �C at various
ceramic cap distances z from the transfer tube and heights y above the
sample surface, in relative terms: (a) total ion signal; (b) total ion signal
excluding carboxin and fragment ion, m/z 236 and 219; (c) sum of
signal from ions that increase in abundance over the exposure time,m/
z 325, 268, and 251; and (d) sum of signal from ions that decrease in
abundance over exposure time, m/z 404, 387, 346, 333, and 329.
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Physical effects on RC chromogenic photographs from DART

RC chromogenic photographs were analyzed by DART in the
position chosen for optimal overall ion signal and symmetrical
analysis area, the ceramic cap 5 mm from the transfer tube and
0.5 mm above the sample surface. Contiguous photograph
areas with evenly-hued blue color were exposed to the DART gas
plume for various times and at various helium temperature
settings. Photographs were translated 5 mm in x and 7.5 mm in
z to prevent overlap of exposures, based on dimensions of
thermal paper prints. With the DART helium set to 250 �C,
exposure times from 0.25 s to 20 s caused visible damage to the
analysis area of the photograph in the form of an elongated
purple discoloration (Fig. S8†). Exposures for 3–20 s also caused
1042 | Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045
physical warping to the photograph surface and visible damage
to the paper on the reverse side. Visible under 50� magnica-
tion, the analysis areas had a physical deformation in the form
of a highly symmetrical ellipse produced by the heat of the gas
plume impact (Fig. S9†). The elliptical deformation area
increased in size with DART exposure time up to 3 s but was not
signicantly larger at longer exposure time (Fig. S10†), the same
pattern as the change in thermal paper print area as a function
of exposure time. Photograph elliptical deformation was
smaller than the corresponding thermal paper print because
the photograph was visibly undamaged by the cooler outer part
of the DART gas plume.

The hottest part of an analysis area, previously observed by
thermocouple measurement in Fig. 2 and thermal paper
shading in Fig. S2,† was characterized by a different type of
physical deformation. Below the center of the ellipse formation
was a smaller, roughly circular area with lines or cracks
orthogonal to the major axis of the elliptical deformation. The
indicator of maximum temperature was visible under magni-
cation for all exposure times above 0.25 s. Darkening of the
photograph surface was observed up to 0.4 mm outside the
elliptical deformation along the border close to the ceramic cap.
RC chromogenic photographs are composed of three layers of
gelatin emulsion each containing cyan, magenta, and yellow
azomethine or indoaniline dyes that form a subtractive color
image, layered on top of a laminate support of paper bers
sandwiched between extruded polyethylene37–39 (Fig. S11†). The
dye-based gelatin emulsion layers are a few mm thick.32 Areas of
the photograph that were not exposed to the DART gas plume
retained a sharp pattern of colored dye clouds and intact gelatin
emulsion at 150� magnication. All parts of an analysis area
within the elliptical deformation and the darkened region
around its base had distorted dye clouds (Fig. S12†).

Damage to the photograph from 0.25 s exposure to DART gas
was reduced or entirely eliminated by lowering the temperature.
DART with a 350 �C helium setting pitted through the gelatin
emulsion layers on the photograph surface to the pigmented
polyethylene and/or paper layer, and 300 �C caused orthogonal
deformation in the hottest part of the analysis area similar to
longer exposure at lower temperature (Fig. 5). The area of the
elliptical deformation directly decreased with temperature
(Fig. S13†). The purple tint was barely perceptible on the blue
image at 200 �C (Fig. S14†), and no discoloration was apparent
to the naked eye with lower helium temperature setting.
Magnication showed no surface damage in the form of ellip-
tical deformation, shadowing, disruption to dye clouds, or
otherwise for 100–150 �C temperature settings. No signs of
visible damage became apparent 14 weeks aer exposure. DART
with lower helium temperature also prevented damage from
longer exposures. No discoloration or deformation of the
photograph as visible to the naked eye or under magnication
was observed from 20 s exposure to 100 �C DART gas.
Mass spectral analysis of RC chromogenic photographs

Analyte ions were observed from all DART exposure of RC
chromogenic photographs for 0.25 s or longer with helium
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 Magnified gas plume impact areas on photograph exposed to DART for 0.25 s at helium temperature settings of (a) 350 �C, (b) 300 �C, (c)
250 �C, (d) 200 �C, and (e) (d) 150 �Cwith the ceramic cap at z 0mm and y 0.5 mm. Analysis areas are not positioned identically within the images
relative to the ceramic cap.
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temperature settings of 100 �C or higher. The protonated
molecule of dibutyl phthalate ([C16H23O4]

+) was observed at m/z
279 (Fig. S15†) because the substance was used as a protection
oil for dye couplers dispersed in the gelatin layers of the
photographs. Dye couplers react with color-developing chem-
icals during photograph development processing, and the
presence of dibutyl phthalate is the result of unreacted or
residual couplers.40 The dibutyl phthalate contaminated the
transfer tube similar to carboxin from thermal paper and was
omitted from ion signal comparisons. Ion signal increased with
helium temperature setting above 150 �C, and the relative
standard deviation between replicate analyses was unchanged
(Fig. 6). The ion signal was equal for 0.25 s exposures with
Fig. 6 Relative total ion signal abundance from replicate DART anal-
yses of photograph surfaces with a helium temperature setting of
250 �C and the ceramic cap at z 0 mm and y 0.5 mm, reported as the
average observed from a 0.25 s exposure (black filled squares), the
average maximum value observed at any data point within a 20 s
exposure (blue open circles), and the average value observed in the
first data point in a 20 s exposure (gray filled squares) (standard devi-
ation error bars).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
100 �C and 150 �C temperature settings, the conditions where
DART caused no visible damage to the photographic surface.
The most abundant analyte ions were oxygen-containing
amines, chemicals used in the proprietary processes that
created the photograph. Similar to dibutyl phthalate, oxygen-
containing amines may be part of the dye coupler structure or
the dye itself.40 Such DART signal could be used to identify
chemical markers of degradation (such as dye color shi) of
photographs by the blend of proprietary dyes and other chem-
icals observed.

The relative abundance of analyte ions changed over a 20 s
exposure period. All ion signal decreased with increasing
exposure time as analyte was depleted from the photograph
surface (Fig. S16†). A single high-resolution mass spectrum
could be acquired during a 0.25 s exposure, equivalent to the
rst data point recorded during a longer exposure (Fig. S15†).
Mass spectra collected at different times within a 20 s DART
analysis of a photograph were compared. The rst data point
from a sample exposure would be expected to contain the
maximum ion signal. In practice, ion signal in some replicate
analyses increased or was approximately constant for some
amount of time before decreasing. The temperature dictated
the length of time before the decrease in signal. Ion signal from
the rst mass spectrum was compared to the maximum ion
signal observed from a single mass spectrum at any time during
a 20 s exposure (Table 1). Rapid thermal desorption from the
photograph surface produced more abundant ion signal for
a shorter period of time. The likelihood that the rst mass
spectrum had the maximum ion signal increased with
temperature. A 200 �C temperature setting or higher caused the
rst mass spectrum to have on average 70% the signal abun-
dance of the maximum. The longest time elapsed before the
maximum ion signal was observed was under three seconds at
a 150 �C helium temperature setting. At all temperatures,
a 0.25 s exposure was as useful for qualitative analysis as a 20 s
exposure in addition to causing less physical damage to the
sample. Replicates of 0.25 s DART analysis (ve single data
Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045 | 1043



Table 1 Photograph surface analysis replicates by 20 s exposure of DART with the ceramic cap at z 0 mm and y 0.5 mm, at various helium
temperature settings (measurements � standard deviation)

Temperature
setting, deg. C

Percentage of replicate
analyses where maximum
signal was observed in the
rst data point

Average ratio of rst data
point signal to maximum
signal observed during
exposure

Average seconds into
exposure window to
observe maximum signal

Average sum of signal
over entire exposure

150 0 0.3 � 0.3 1.4 � 1.5 7.6 � 105 � 5 � 104

200 20 0.7 � 0.3 0.6 � 0.4 1.09 � 106 � 5 � 104

250 40 0.7 � 0.3 0.5 � 0.3 1.42 � 106 � 8 � 104

300 40 0.7 � 0.4 0.4 � 0.1 2.2 � 106 � 1 � 105
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points) had total ion signal relative standard deviation of 40%
or more. The sum of ion signal from all mass spectra acquired
from a single 20 s exposure (82 data points) had a relative
standard deviation less than 6% over ve replicates.

Conclusions

Precise control of sample exposure to the DART gas plume with
a shutter eliminates heat damage while acquiring mass spectra
from interior analysis areas on object surfaces. Every factor
affecting reection mode DART is optimized in discrete exper-
iments: sample position on the platform, ceramic cap position
relative to the sample and transfer tube, exposure time, and
temperature. Measured dimensions of the analysis area and
exposure temperatures more accurately represent the risk to the
sample surface. Thermochromic dye prints from DART of
thermal paper indicate wider exposure and higher peak
temperatures than detectable with a thermocouple. When low-
abundance analyte ion signal is not accompanied by higher-
abundance ions, it is better discerned from background by
the shutter opening at a programmed time. DART of photo-
graphs for 0.25 s with helium temperature settings of 100–
150 �C produces qualitative mass spectral data without causing
visible or microscopic damage to the heat-sensitive material,
whereas the minimum temperature settings similar to LTP-MS
produce no signal. Longer exposure times that produce less
signal variability could be used for quantitative DART analysis.

Exposure temperature is the most important factor for DART
analysis of thermally sensitive objects, but it cannot be accu-
rately measured in a straightforward way. DART gas plume
temperatures are commonly measured with an independent
thermocouple, which underestimates the amount of heat
exposure. Because various materials are susceptible to thermal
desorption or heat damage at different temperatures, empirical
measurements of reference materials are desirable to observe
maximum ion signal without damaging a critical sample
surface. Minimal exposure time and low temperature are
necessary if the sample material is unknown or too rare for
reference tests. If the risk of visible damage is a lower priority
than mass spectral analysis, higher temperatures and longer
exposure times can be used. Rough control of DART gas
temperature settings in 50 �C increments is more nely tuned
with limited exposure time and ceramic cap positioning. Longer
exposure reduces the error bars for replicate analyses of
1044 | Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 1038–1045
samples that are not too rare for replicates. A shutter could be
similarly installed to limit sample exposure to other post-
plasma ambient ion sources. The rough temperature control
of DART with the ne temperature and exposure manipulation
of a shutter provide the most precise control for analysis of
different materials.
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